
City of Placerville 
M E M O R A N D U M 

 
 
DATE:  March 22, 2006 
 
TO:  City Council 
 
FROM: Randy Pesses, Public Works Director 
 
cc:  John Driscoll 
 
SUBJECT: INCREASE IN THE WATER CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT CHARGE 

(CIC) 
 
 
 
RECOMMENDATION: 
 
That City Council adopt a resolution:   
 

1. Increasing the water system Capital Improvement Charge from $5,217 to $8,088 to 
reflect the most recent increase in the El Dorado Irrigation District Facility Capacity 
Charge (FCC) and increases in City Capital project costs; and, 

2. That the methodology for the collection of the CIC match the methodology utilized by 
EID, whereby the CIC charge is based upon the size of the meter that is purchased, with 
the CIC charge increasing based upon the number of equivalent dwelling units that can be 
served through the meter; and, 

3. That the City-retained component of the CIC be increased on an annual basis by an 
amount consistent with the increase in the Caltrans Construction Cost Index. 

 
DISCUSSION: 
 
In 1999, the City and EID entered into an agreement that established the terms and conditions 
under which EID would provide water service to the City of Placerville, and the types , methods, 
and timing of payments from the City to EID. 
 
A key component to the agreement is that the City will incorporate into the Capital Improvement 
Charge (CIC) that it charges to new customers when a new meter is connected to the system a 
component that is passed through to EID to cover their Facility Capacity Charges that are 
attributable to development that occurs within the Placerville service area. 
 
At the time that the agreement was executed, the amount that the City collected and passed 
through to EID was $3,731.  In 2003, EID raised their FCC by 15.72%.  Accordingly, the City 
raised the CIC by a comparable amount to cover the same relative increase in the amount that 
would be passed through. 

 
 



 
In 2005, EID again raised their water FCC’s, and consistent with our established agreement, the 
City of Placerville must raise its CIC’s by a comparable amount. 
 
The current EID FCC schedules are broken down geographically, with different charges for 
different areas of the district.  These FCC rates range from $8,517 for a ¾” meter in the General 
District, which covers the Placerville area, to $12,518 for a ¾” meter in the El Dorado Hills area. 
 
In addition, the FCC charge increases with the size of meter that is purchased.  As indicated in 
the attached table, in the EID general service area, the FCC ranges from $8,517 for a ¾” meter, 
to $6,259,000 for a 12” meter.   
 
Typically, a single-family residence uses a 5/8” or ¾” meter, and commercial or multi-family 
projects may use a 2” or 3” meter.  Any meter size larger than 3” would be an extremely unusual 
occurrence within the City’s service area.  EID has requested that the City implement a 
graduated CIC program that parallels EID’s FCC’s, and that the amount collected and passed 
through to EID be based upon the size of meter sold.  Exhibit B outlines what the City’s CIC 
charges would be utilizing the same formula and relative proportions as determined by the basic 
5/8” meter size. 
 
In addition to the CIC that is collected and passed through to EID, there is a component of the 
charge that stays with the City of Placerville to fund water system improvements and capital 
replacements that are necessary to provide water service to new customers. 
 
Of the $5,217 collected in the City’s current CIC, $4,317 is passed on to EID and the City retains 
$900 for its own use.  This $900 amount was established when the City and EID originally 
entered into the agreement in 1999.  Since that time the component that passes through to EID 
has almost doubled, where the amount that the City retains has remained constant.  With the 
completion of the water system master plan for the City, a number of capital improvement 
projects were identified as necessary to address fire flow, pressure and system dependability 
issues to meet current and future water demands.  The original engineer’s estimate of cost for 
these improvements is $1.6 million.  However, with recent bid experience on all facets of public 
works construction, this estimate should be increased to approximately $2.6 million.  In addition, 
there has been a 92% increase in the Caltrans Construction Cost index since 1999.  Therefore, to 
maintain the same purchasing power to fund capital improvements, the amount of the City 
retained portion of the CIC should increase by 0.92 x $900 = $828, for a total retained CIC 
amount of $900 + $828 = $1,728. 
 
With this increase, the cumulative total of the resulting CIC will be $6,360 (EID pass through 
portion) + $1,728 (City portion) = $8,088.  This total is over $400 less than the FCC for a new 
connection in the surrounding EID service area, and increases the City’s ability to construct 
critically important improvements to the City’s water system necessary to provide service to new 
customers. 
 
Because inflation in construction costs over time can drastically increase the cost of construction 
on capital improvements, it is staff’s recommendation that the City-retained component of the 

 
 



CIC be adjusted in conformance with increases in the Caltrans Construction Cost Index on an 
annual basis.  
 
FISCAL IMPACT: 
 
The portion of the CIC that is collected and passed through to EID in accordance with the terms 
of our agreement with EID will not impact the water enterprise fund.  Increasing the component 
of the CIC retained by the City consistent with the increases in the Caltrans California 
Construction Cost Index will enhance revenues into the Water Enterprise Fund capital account 
and will allow the City to construct critical water system improvements to meet the needs of 
current and future customers. 
 
Prepared by:      Reviewed for Fiscal Impact by: 
 
 
_____________________________   ______________________________ 
Randy Pesses      Dave Warren 
Public Works Director    Director of Finance 
 
 
Approved for Submittal to City Council: 
 
 
 
  
John Driscoll, City Manager/City Attorney 

 
 


